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Premier Tool Manufacturer Since 1958

CTF-180 - 360 Degree Compression Tool for RG59/6 - Data Sheet

Fixed compression tool with reversible plunger and 360 degree F connector support for use with most short and 

long F connectors. This compression tool works on F connectors for RG6 and RG59 cables. The tool is solid steel 

construction, protected with a black oxide finish, spring loaded and fitted with blue cushioned grips making this tool 

rugged yet comfortable to use. Includes integrated handle lock for storage.

The compressed length for short connectors is 17.9mm and the compressed length for the longer connectors is 

20.8mm. This means the tool will work on most F connectors for RG59 & RG6 COAX Cables.

Simple to use:

1. Select the proper plunger length by removing the plunger, rotating plunger to the 17.9 or 20.8mm marking and 

reinstall the plunger

2. Prep the cable and insert F connector onto cable

3. Place connector with cable into tool and squeeze handles together

M A D E  F O R  L I F E ®

SPECIFICATIONS

Connector Type F Type for RG59 & RG6 COAX Cables

Color Blue Handle

Length 6-3/4” (171mm)

Weight 0.967 lbs (438.62g)

UPC No. 811490018464

Reversible Plunger for Short and Long F 

Connectors

Rotate plunger

Lift plunger to remove

Reinsert plunger
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